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ABSTRACT

Despite its crucial role in galaxy evolution, the complex circumgalactic medium (CGM) remains underexplored. Although it is 
known to be multi-phase, the importance of the molecular gas phase to the total CGM mass budget is, to date, unconstrained. 
We present the őrst constraints on the molecular gas covering fraction in the CGM of low-redshift galaxies, using measurements 
of CO column densities along sightlines towards mm-bright background quasars with intervening galaxies. We do not detect 
molecular absorption against the background quasars. For the individual, low-redshift, ‘normal’ galaxy haloes probed here, we 
can therefore rule out the presence of an extremely molecular gas-rich CGM, as recently reported in high-redshift protoclusters 
and around luminous active galactic nuclei. We also set statistical limits on the volume őlling factor of molecular material in 
the CGM as a whole, and as a function of radius. ISM-like molecular clouds of ∼30 pc in radius with column densities of

N(CO) >∼ 1016 cm−2 have volume őlling factors of less than 0.2 per cent. Large-scale smooth gas reservoirs are ruled out much 
more stringently. The development of this technique in the future will allow deeper constraining limits to be set on the importance 
(or unimportance) of molecular gas in the CGM.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The cosmic cycle of multiphase baryons is one of the critical pro-
cesses shaping the evolution of galaxies. Inŕows of gas refuel the
galaxy’s reservoir for star formation, which, in turn, drives strong
outŕows of multiphase gas out of the galactic disc through stellar
winds and supernovae (Tumlinson et al. 2011; Tripp et al. 2011).
Most of the gas in this cycle resides in the medium surrounding
the galaxy called the circumgalactic medium (CGM). The extensive,
loosely deőned, multiphase gaseous haloes host a substantial fraction
of the baryons in the Universe (e.g. Shull et al. 2012).

Despite its crucial role for galaxy evolution, the CGM is difficult
to fully characterise, due to its low surface brightness (e.g. Augustin
et al. 2019) and its wide range of temperatures and densities requir-
ing multiwavelength observations. The CGM is studied primarily
through absorption lines in the spectra of background quasars. Yet
current observational studies of these absorbers cover primarily the
warm and hot phase of the CGM, represented by the hydrogen Ly𝛼
and UV metal absorption lines (e.g. Tumlinson et al. 2017; Péroux
& Howk 2020). The cold gas phase of the CGM remains poorly
constrained.

Simulations show that the CGM is highly complex. Inŕows from
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the intergalactic medium and outŕows driven by, e.g., supernovae and
active galactic nuclei interact, potentially guided by magnetic őelds
and cosmic rays (e.g. Peeples et al. 2019; Ji et al. 2020; van de Voort
et al. 2021; Stern et al. 2021). These large-scale interacting ŕows
are responsible for driving strong turbulence, distributing metals
throughout the CGM, creating large density contrasts, and allowing
cooler gas pockets to form. While it has long been clear that these
dense gas pockets form atomic gas (as probed by ubiquitous Ly𝛼
absorption lines), it is not known if molecules can also form and
survive in the CGM.

While detecting CGM gas is always challenging, the molecular
gas phase is especially elusive. It is unclear how best to search for
molecular gas not associated with the extended discs of galaxies or
recently stripped from satellites. A number of studies tried to detect
molecular gas, via either H2 or CO, in high-velocity or intermediate-
velocity clouds around the Milky Way with varying levels of success
(e.g. Wakker et al. 1997; Akeson & Blitz 1999; Richter et al. 1999,
2003; Tchernyshyov 2022). Such clouds are often found reasonably
close to the Milky Way (e.g. Wakker et al. 2008) with high atomic hy-
drogen column densities. In the haloes of external galaxies, Muzahid
et al. (2015) targeted Damped Lyman 𝛼 absorbers (DLA) harboring
warm H2 gas observed through UV absorption lines. They studied
a large sample of absorbers at various impact parameters, i.e. the
projected distance between an absorber and the host galaxy. Based
on the detection rate, which was uncorrelated with the impact pa-



within a projected distance of 150 kpc from the quasars and span-
ning the same redshift range. However, because of the incomplete
frequency coverage of the spectra we can only measure molecular gas
column densities for 142 galaxy-quasar pairs, which have a median
z≈0.05. The vast majority of the haloes we probe here are thus in
the low-𝑧 universe, backlight by QSOs at signiőcantly higher-𝑧 (me-
dian Δ𝑧=0.85). We would expect additional galaxies to exist in the
intervening space, however the spectroscopic (and, to a lesser extent,
photometeric) catalogues of these regions are incomplete and biased.
Thus the true number of haloes probed by this study is expected to be
higher. Dedicated searches for the redshifts of photometric sources
in these QSO őelds would greatly assist in this regard.

2.2 Galaxy properties

It is important to compare the projected impact parameters with the
galaxies’ virial radii to know whether we are likely probing the CGM
of these galaxies. Only a small fraction of these galaxies have stellar
masses available from the literature. To ensure a uniform treatment
we choose to apply the same technique to all galaxies. Therefore, we
calculate galaxy stellar masses based on their Ks or W1 magnitudes,
using Eq. 2 from Cappellari (2013).

The distribution of impact parameters and stellar masses are pre-
sented in Fig. 1. We estimate the virial radius using the stellar mass ś
halo mass relation for redshift 𝑧 = 0 from Legrand et al. (2019). We
probe a range of impact parameters (10-140 kpc) and stellar masses
(log(M*) ∼ 7-12), and the vast majority of the sightlines lie well
within the virial radius of the host galaxy.

2.3 ALMACAL data reduction

Here we only give a brief summary of the observations and data
reduction. For a detailed description of we refer the reader to Klitsch
et al. (2019).

Klitsch et al. (2019) developed an optimised data reduction process
for analysing a large number of spectra from the ALMACAL survey.
In short, we sum the XX and YY polarisation data that are extracted
in the uv plane from the raw calibrator data. A bandpass correction
is applied by taking the ratio of two calibrators observed in the
same execution block. Because of imperfections in this bandpass
correction, additional masking of edge channels, atmospheric lines,
and other bad data is applied. Finally, the remaining low frequency
signal is subtracted from the spectra.

In their untargeted survey for intervening molecular absorption
Klitsch et al. (2019) report no intervening absorption towards ALMA
calibrators. We have analysed these data here as a pilot study, showing
that this is a promising method to probe dense material in the CGM
of galaxies.

3 ANALYSIS & RESULTS

3.1 Molecular gas column density

We do not detect any CO absorption lines in the CGM of our target
galaxies. Therefore, we derive 5𝜎 upper limits on the CO column
density for each intervening galaxy halo using the CO transition that
would be covered by the spectrum given the redshift of the host
galaxy. We apply the required corrections to extract the total column
density using the excitation temperature and atomic constants as de-
scribed by Mangum & Shirley (2015). We assume an absorption line
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rameter, they concluded that H2-bearing absorbers do not trace the 
molecular gas disk of the intervening galaxies but pockets of dense 
molecular gas within the CGM. Similarly, Klitsch et al. (2021) stud-
ied the cold molecular gas content of DLA host galaxies that harbor 
warm H2 gas via CO emission line observations. They found that 
H2 molecular gas absorbers are associated with molecular gas-rich 
galaxy overdensities and that the absorbers trace pockets of molecular 
gas in the CGM. However, these studies speciőcally targeted known 
atomic gas absorbers with very high column densities, which could 
be gas stripped from satellites and not the general environments of 
the host galaxies.

At higher redshift, several protoclusters have been found that host 
very extended molecular gas reservoirs (with densities high enough 
for CO to survive) in their intra(proto)cluster medium. This gas is not 
associated with any known galaxy (e.g. Emonts et al. 2016; Ginolő 
et al. 2017; Emonts et al. 2019; Cicone et al. 2021; De Breuck et al. 
2022). Luminous active galactic nuclei (AGN) at high-𝑧 have also 
been found to host extended molecular gas (e.g. Jones et al. 2023; 
Scholtz et al. 2022). However, again the origin of such gas is unclear, 
as is if such gas is common in the CGM of individual galaxies in 
less extreme environments, and whether these extended molecular 
regions exist at low redshift.

To fully understand the distribution of cold molecular gas and the 
multiphase nature of the CGM, we here target the haloes around a 
set of galaxies seen in projection in the foreground of mm-bright 
quasars, probing a broad distribution of both galaxy and absorber 
properties, including their impact parameters. We present the őrst 
untargeted study of the molecular gas content of the low-redshift 
CGM traced through 12CO absorption lines using a sample of 142 
galaxy-quasar pairs. We note that by using CO absorption lines to 
study molecular gas conclusions drawn from this study only concern 
metal-enriched molecular gas. In Section 2 we describe our quasar 
sample. We present our results in Section 3 and give upper limits for 
the CO column density in the CGM. We conclude in Section 4.

2 DATA & SAMPLE

In this project we make optimal use of available archival data from the 
ALMACAL survey1 (Zwaan et al. 2022) cross-matched with galaxy 
catalogues as described below.

2.1 Target selection

We use data from the ALMACAL survey that utilises ALMA calibra-
tion observations taken as part of other science projects from Cycles 1 
to 6, taken before 2018 December 4. These targets are extra-galactic, 
millimetre bright quasars that are used as amplitude, bandpass and 
phase calibrators (Bonato et al. 2018). The frequency coverage of 
the calibration observations is set by the science observations and 
integration times are usually short (∼ 5min). We use all ALMA 
calibrators from Klitsch et al. (2019) with known redshifts from an 
updated redshift catalogue (S. Weng private communication) and 
cross-matched these sightlines with galaxies with known redshifts 
from the Simbad2 (Wenger et al. 2000) and NED3 databases. These 
ALMA calibrators are at a redshift of 0.02 < 𝑧 < 2.4 with the ma-
jority lying between 0.55 < 𝑧 < 1.3. We őnd 492 galaxies that lie

1 https://almacal.wordpress.com/
2 http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/
3 https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Figure 1. Impact parameter and stellar mass of the galaxies near ALMACAL
sightlines selected in this study. Stellar masses were estimated from the Ks/
W1 magnitudes (for 50 per cent of the sample). Histograms show the distribu-
tion of the corresponding parameter. The top histogram shows a distribution
of impact parameters for all galaxies (green őlled) and ones with derived
stellar masses (blue hatched). A dashed black line marks the approximate
virial radius for the corresponding stellar mass of the galaxy. In the top left
corner, we show a typical errorbar of the datapoints. We őnd that the majority
of sightlines trace gas within the virial radius.

FWHM of 40 km s−1 (Wiklind et al. 2018) and an excitation temper-
ature equal to the cosmic microwave background temperature at the
redshift of the host galaxy. The molecular column density depends
linearly on the absorption line FWHM. For a detailed discussion see
Klitsch et al. (2019).

In addition to these spectra from Klitsch et al. (2019) that we use
in later sections, we have also stacked spectra covering the same fre-
quency range to reach higher sensitivity, and check if any molecular
signatures are likely to be hiding just below our detection thresholds.
For this we have selected all spectra that cover a velocity range of
±700km s−1. We choose this range based on the observed velocity
difference between H2 molecular gas absorbers and CO molecular
gas-rich galaxies reported by Klitsch et al. (2021). Further we select
only those spectra that have a velocity resolution of < 10 km s−1

and smooth those to a common velocity resolution of 40 km s−1.
This yields a total number of 45 galaxies for which stacking is possi-
ble. We do not detect CO absorption in the stacked spectra. For each
galaxy we calculate the CO column density from all available spectra
(different CO transitions and stacks) and use the tightest constraint
in the following analysis.

As an additional detection experiment we also stack all spectra
covering the CN-A and CN-B lines at 113.494 85 GHz and 113.168
83 GHz. Because of the hyperőne structure of CN, these lines are
expected to produce a broad absorption signal and are therefore a
promising candidate for stacking experiments. This stacking can be
performed for 57 galaxies. However, we do not detect CN absorption
in our stacked spectra.

Our limits span a range of column densities, as they are from
fairly shallow calibration observations. However, we stress that the
formation of CO molecules requires an environment shielded from
UV light, either by dust or other molecules. CO thus should not exist
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Figure 2. CO column density as a function of impact parameter. Sightlines
at impact parameters < 10 kpc are marked in grey and excluded from further
analysis as these may pass through the galaxy disk. In addition to our upper
limits we show measurements and upper limits from the literature (Wiklind
& Combes 1995; Courbin et al. 2002; Emonts et al. 2016; Péroux et al. 2019;
Szakacs et al. 2021; Jones et al. 2023; Scholtz et al. 2022). For the haloes
probed by our sightlines, we can rule out the presence of CGM molecular
clouds with column densities similar to those detected in high-redshift proto-
clusters and high-redshift AGN.

at column densities 𝑁 (CO) <∼ 1013 cm−2 (Sheffer et al. 2008). As
such our limits do probe much of the allowed parameter space.

In Fig. 2 we show our column density limits against impact param-
eter as blue downward facing triangles. The region within a projected
distance of < 10 kpc is marked in grey, as these sightlines may pass
through ISM material in addition to the CGM. We also show the
CO detections of Wiklind & Combes (1995) (red circle), Courbin
et al. (2002) (purple circle), Jones et al. (2023) (pink circle), Scholtz
et al. (2022) (grey circle) and non-detections of Péroux et al. (2019)
(orange triangles) and Szakacs et al. (2021) (green triangles). We
show the detection of extended CO in emission from the Spiderweb
protocluster (Emonts et al. 2016) as a brown circle, where we have as-
sumed the material is uniformly distributed in a disc. If, as expected,
this material is clumpy on some level then its true column density is
likely to be higher. As can clearly be seen in Fig. 2, even our shal-
low limits from ALMACAL can rule out the presence of molecular
clouds with similar column densities to those in the Spiderweb (and
the other detected systems) along our lines of sight.

In what follows we use this fact to set limits on the column density
and volume őlling factor that dense clouds containing CO can have
in the typical haloes probed by ALMACAL to still be consistent with
our data.

3.2 Molecular gas volume filling factor limits

In order to derive volume őlling factor limits we follow the formalism
described by Stern et al. (2016). Brieŕy, we assume the CGM is őlled
with homogeneous spherical clouds which can be characterized using
the cloud column density N(CO), the cloud size 𝑟𝑐 , and the volume
őlling factor 𝑓V. We assume a spherically-symmetric CGM in which
𝑓V varies as a power law in 𝑅, and is zero beyond 𝑅vir:

𝑓V (𝑅) = 𝑓V (𝑅vir)

(

𝑅

𝑅vir

)𝑙

{𝑅 < 𝑅vir}. (1)
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As such we are left with őve free parameters (𝑅vir, N(CO),
𝑟𝑐 , 𝑓V (𝑅vir), 𝑙) that deőne this idealized cold CGM model, and can
be used to derive aggregate CGM quantities.

The expected number of clouds encountered within an individual
sightline passing through the halo (also known as the covering factor
𝑓𝑐) can be calculated in this formalism as

𝑓𝑐 =
3

4𝑟𝑐

∫

𝑆⊥

−𝑆⊥

𝑓V (
√︁

𝑏2 + 𝑠2) 𝑑𝑠, (2)

𝑏
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Figure 3. Global limits on the molecular gas volume őlling fraction of CGM
clouds with a given column density at őxed cloud size. The probability of
observing no CGM clouds in the ALMACAL sample at a given column
density and őlling factor is shown as the colour-scale, with the 1, 2 and 3𝜎
limits highlighted with white dot-dashed, solid, and dashed lines respectively.
We őnd that CGM molecular clouds at N(CO) > 1016 cm−2 (for example)
can only make up <∼ 0.075 per cent of the halo by volume.
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Figure 4. Global limits (at 95% conődence) on the molecular gas covering
fraction in the CGM in our sample galaxies, plotted as a function of assumed
CGM cloud size. Smooth gas reservoirs, if they exist, can only őll a very
small fraction of the halo of our typical low-z sources, and the most extreme
smooth-reservoirs are essentially ruled out.

In all the above we have assumed a őxed 𝑅vir = 150 kpc, and that
𝑙 = −1, following Stern et al. (2016). If the true virial radii of our
sources are larger (smaller) then our őlling factor constraints become
slightly more (less) stringent (e.g. our constraints are ≈20% stronger
if 𝑅vir = 200 kpc). Changing 𝑙 does not signiőcantly impact our
constraints on the inner halo, but does change the outer halo points
in Fig. 5; by a factor of ≈2 at ≈130 kpc when allowing 𝑙 to change
between −1.5 and −0.5. Although we do not know the true virial
radius and value for 𝑙 these changes are relatively small, and would
not change our conclusions.

where 𝑑𝑠 is the line
√︃

element, 𝑏  the impact parameter and 𝑆 ⊥ is the

chord length (𝑆⊥ = 𝑅2
vir − 𝑏2 ). We can thus evaluate the expected 

number of clouds observed by ALMACAL, given the observed im-
pact factor distribution, for any given 𝑓V, 𝑟𝑐 and 𝑙. From the resulting 
covering fraction we can determine the probability that we obtain no 
detections for that set of parameters given 𝑛 draws from a Binomial 
distribution.

In Fig. 3 the colour-scale shows these probabilities as function of 
N(CO) and 𝑓V. Here we have assumed an average 𝑅vir = 150 kpc 
(approximately the median 𝑅vir expected for those objects in our 
sample with stellar mass measurements discussed in Section 2.2), 
that the mean 𝑟𝑐 = 30 pc (Farber & Gronke 2022), and that 𝑙 = −1 
(Stern et al. 2016). We discuss the impact of these assumptions be-
low. We have excluded the sightlines with impact parameters smaller 
than 10 kpc, as they may pass through the ISM, rather than purely 
through the CGM. White lines denote the 1, 2 and 3𝜎 limits we 
can place on the volume őlling fraction of CO clouds in the CGM 
of our entire sample of ALMACAL galaxies. At 95 per cent con-
ődence w e ő nd th at 𝑓V (𝑅 vir) fo r cl ouds wi th co lumn densities 
N(CO) > 1016 cm−2 is <∼ 0.25 per cent. Lower column density 
clouds (N(CO) > 1014 cm−2) are less well constrained by the data
( 𝑓V (𝑅vir) <∼ 0.8 per cent).

The above values were calculated assuming a őxed molecular 
cloud size of 30 pc. The derived column density limits scale linearly 
with the cloud size, as shown in Fig. 4. For instance, if the CO 
hosting clouds in the CGM have a mean radius of 100 pc, then at

N(CO) > 1016 cm−2 they can instead make up <∼ 0.075 per cent of 
the halo by volume. If instead the molecular gas is distributed over 
10 kpc (as seen in some high-redshift sources) then it can make up 
less than <∼ 0.00075 per cent of the halo by volume on average.

The existence of such large smooth reservoirs is considered un-
likely, because gas that is dense enough to form CO should fragment 
(and the gas conditions in the large reservoirs seen at high-𝑧 seem to 
be more like those seen in the much smaller ISM clouds in our galaxy, 
Emonts et al. 2019). Encouragingly, such large smooth reservoirs are 
essentially ruled out by these data, as the volume enclosed by such a 
cloud would be much larger than 0.00075 per cent of the total halo 
volume. While this statement is somewhat complicated given that 
our analysis combines different sightlines through haloes of different 
masses, it seems likely that CO clouds in the CGM (if they exist) 
must be similar in size to typical ISM molecular clouds.

In Fig. 5 we split the halo into four radial bins, assuming ISM-
like clouds 30 pc in size. Here we show the 95 per cent conődence 
interval constraint on the volume őlling factor at the area weighted

bin centroid (i.e 𝑓V ( ̄ ) in each bin), rather than 𝑓V (𝑅vir), to better 
visualise the constraints we can set in different parts of the CGM. 
Because of the lower number of sightlines constraining the central 
bin, these constraints are weakest, while all our sightlines can be 
used to constrain the presence of CO gas clouds in the outer regions 
of the CGM. Clouds with column densities N(CO) > 1016 cm−2 are 
constrained to take up <∼ 2 per cent of the halo within ∼45 kpc, and 
<∼ 0.2 per cent within ∼130 kpc.
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Figure 5. Limits on the molecular gas covering fraction in the CGM as a
function of radius assuming cloud sizes of 30 pc. These limits are more or
less constraining depending on the availability of measurements that probe
the corresponding impact parameter bin (see Fig. 2). Clouds with column
densities N(CO) > 1016 cm−2 are constrained to take up <∼ 2 per cent of the
halo within ∼45 kpc, and <∼ 0.2 per cent within ∼130 kpc.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The gaseous haloes around galaxies are known to contain neutral gas
as well as ionized gas, but there are few constraints on their molecular
gas content. We used data from the ALMACAL survey to probe CO
in the CGM of low-redshift galaxies. Our galaxy sample is diverse
and spans a large range in stellar mass (from 107.5 to 1012 M⊙). Our
quasar sample probes random sightlines around these galaxies, with
impact parameters from 0 to 150 kpc, and was not selected based
on any known absorption lines. The non-detection of CO in any of
our quasar spectra allows us to put constraints on the low-redshift
molecular CGM. We note that by using CO absorption lines to study
molecular gas conclusions drawn from this study only concern metal-
enriched molecular gas.

We place limits on the covering fraction of molecular gas that de-
pend on the minimum column density and impact parameter. For our
low-redshift sample of galaxies, we can rule out smooth molecular
gas reservoirs with column densities similar to those observed in ex-
treme protocluster environments and around luminous AGN at high
redshift (e.g. Emonts et al. 2016; Jones et al. 2023). In the inner CGM
(between 10 and 45 kpc), our data rule out covering fractions of more
than 2 per cent for gas with CO column densities above 1016 cm−2.
Out to ∼ 130 kpc, the contraints are even tighter and only covering
fractions below 0.2 per cent are allowed by our data. However, note
that, because this gas is very dense, a sizeable amount of molecular
gas could still be hiding even at these low covering fractions.

Missing frequency coverage and short integration times are major
limitations of this pilot study, both of which we could address with
dedicated observations in the future. Given the statistical nature of
these constraints, the largest gains can be realised by substantially
expanding the sample with observations at moderate depth, rather
than small numbers of very deep observations of individual sight-
lines. Given that a limited number of millimetre-bright quasars exist,
efforts to better characterise the galaxy population along existing
lines-of-sight would also be valuable.
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